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Abstract

In IP-over-WDM networks, a logical IP network is routed on top of a physical optical

fiber network. An important challenge hereby is to make the routing survivable. We

call a routing survivable if the connectivity of the logical network is guaranteed in

case of a failure in the physical network. In this paper we describe FastSurv, a local

search algorithm for survivable routing. The algorithm works in an iterative manner:

after each iteration it learns more about the structure of the logical graph and in

the next iteration it uses this information to improve its solution. The algorithm

can take link capacity constraints into account and can be extended to deal with

multiple simultaneous link failures and node failures. In a large series of tests we

compare FastSurv with current state-of-the-art algorithms for this problem. We

show that it can provide better solutions in much shorter time, and that it is more

scalable with respect to the number of nodes, both in terms of solution quality and

run time.
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1 Introduction

Optical fiber connections are an increasingly popular technology for high-

speed Wide Area Networks. This is because they offer enormous bandwidth

and because their bandwidth can be shared among different channels through

the use of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) [9,13]. In IP-over-WDM

networks, an IP network is placed as a logical topology on top of the physical

topology of the optical network. Each logical IP link needs to be routed on a

path in the optical network. Thanks to the WDM technology, one physical link

can carry several logical links, each on a different wavelength. The problem of

setting up logical links by routing them on the optical network and assigning

wavelengths to them is called the routing and wavelength assignment problem.

See [20] for an overview. In what follows we will refer to logical IP links as

clear-channels and to physical (optical) links simply as links.

Using high capacity links carrying multiple clear-channels is not without dan-

ger: in case of just a single link failure, a huge amount of data can get lost.

Therefore a lot of attention is being paid to network protection. There are two

main approaches to protection in IP-over-WDM networks: WDM level protec-

tion and IP level restoration [15]. In the case of WDM protection, a physically

disjoint backup path is reserved for each clear-channel. This can only be pro-

vided at the cost of hardware redundancy. Therefore IP restoration can be

a cheaper option. In this approach, no action is taken at the optical layer:

failures are detected by the IP routers, which adapt their routing tables. So

when one link breaks, data traffic which used to go over clear-channels using
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this link is rerouted over other clear-channels which do not use this link.

An important problem with the use of IP restoration in WDM networks is

caused by the fact that each link usually carries several clear-channels. This

means that a single link failure normally causes a number of clear-channels

to go down at the same time. It is then possible that the logical network

becomes disconnected due to these concurrent failures, and IP restoration

becomes impossible. This phenomenon is called failure propagation [3]. In

order to avoid this, the clear-channels should be routed in such a way that

no single link failure can disconnect the logical network. This combinatorial

problem is often called survivable routing, and is NP-complete [8].

An example of a survivable routing problem is given in figure 1. The clear-

channels of the IP network of (B) need to be routed on the WDM network of

(A). A first possible routing is given in (C). Clearly this routing is not surviv-

able. When link (4, 5) breaks, both clear-channels c and d get disconnected,

leaving the logical network in two parts: one containing only node 4 and the

other containing all other nodes. Routing (D) on the other hand is survivable:

no matter which link breaks, the logical network always remains connected.

In particular, a failure of link (2, 5) disconnects the clear-channels d and f .

However, their endpoints stay connected in what is left of the logical graph

(2 and 5 stay connected using clear-channels a and e, whereas 4 and 5 stay

connected using clear-channels c, b, a and e).

The authors of [7] observed that a routing is survivable if and only if no link

carries a full cut set of the logical network. A cut set of a network is defined

by a cut of the network: a cut is a partition of the set of nodes V in two sets

S and V − S, and the cut set defined by this cut is the set of edges which
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Fig. 1. Routing a logical topology onto a physical topology. (A) Physical topology.

(B) Logical topology (C) An unsurvivable routing. (D) A survivable routing.

have one endpoint in S and one in V − S. In the example of figure 1, {c, d}
forms a cut set of the logical network of (B), and the fact that c and d share

a link therefore leads to an unsurvivable routing in (C). {f, d} on the other

hand does not make up a full cut set ({f, d, a} or {f, d, e} would though),

and placing f and d together on a link in (D) does not cause the routing to

be unsurvivable. In [7,8], this observation is used to formulate an ILP for the

survivable routing problem: for each clear-channel and for each cut set of the

logical network, a constraint is added to the ILP. This leads to exact solutions,

but also to very long run times, which makes this method impractical for large

networks. In [8], the authors propose two relaxations to their ILP, in which

they do not include all cut sets. This considerably speeds up the algorithm,

but can easily lead to suboptimal solutions.

In this paper, we present a local search algorithm for survivable routing, called

FastSurv. FastSurv uses the notion of cut sets in an approximative way: after

each iteration, the algorithm learns more about the cut sets of the logical



graph, and in the next iteration it uses this information to improve the previous

solution. This approach allows the algorithm to consider important structural

information about the problem in an efficient way. We describe a basic version

of the algorithm which does not take link capacity constraints into account,

and an extended version which does. We also explain how the algorithm can be

extended to provide survivable routing with respect to node failures or multiple

simultaneous link failures. In an extensive set of empirical tests, we show

that our algorithm can provide better solutions than existing state-of-the-art

algorithms while using running times which are several orders of magnitude

lower. We also show that FastSurv scales well with respect to the number of

nodes in the network, and that it can deal with sparse as well as dense physical

and logical graphs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a detailed description

of the problem is given and related work is discussed. In section 3 the working

of the algorithm is explained and in section 4 test results are presented.

2 Problem definition and related literature

For this paper, we assume that a physical WDM topology and a logical IP

topology are given. The clear-channels of the logical topology need to be placed

on paths in the physical topology in such a way that the complete routing is

survivable. This means that no failure in the physical network can leave the

logical network disconnected. In this section we focus on survivability with

respect to single link failures. We elaborate on node and multiple simultaneous

link failure survivability later, in subsection 3.3, when we explain how the

algorithm can be extended to deal with this. Note that in reality survivable



routing is a subproblem of the overall logical topology design problem, in

which the logical topology needs to be generated before it can be routed onto

the given physical topology (see [2,11]). In the following we give a formal

description of the problem, and an overview of existing related literature.

2.1 Formal problem definition

The problem input consists of two undirected 1 graphs: Gph(V, L) representing

the physical topology, and Glo(V,C) representing the logical topology. Both

graphs need to be at least two-connected for survivable routing to be possible.

V is the set of nodes in the network, and N is the number of nodes |V |. L is

the set of links of the physical network. C is the set of clear-channels of the

logical network. To obtain a solution to the problem, each clear-channel c of

C should be routed onto a path in the physical graph Gph. A complete routing

is represented as a |C| × |L| routing matrix R = (rc
l ), for which rc

l = 1 if link

l is on the path of clear-channel c.

A routing is evaluated by considering a failure of each of the links of the phys-

ical graph Gph separately. When considering a failure of link l, l is temporarily

removed from Gph, and all clear-channels c for which rc
l = 1 are temporar-

ily removed from Glo, giving rise to a partial logical graph Gl
lo. Using the

clear-channels of this partial logical graph, an attempt is made to find a path

connecting the endpoints sc and dc of each of the removed clear-channels c. If

no path is found (sc and dc are disconnected in Gl
lo), we say that c is unsur-

vivable on l, and we call {c, l} an unsurvivable pair. By considering all links

1 Optical links are inherently unidirectional, so each undirected link is made up of

two different optical fibers.



of Gph one by one in this way an unsurvivability matrix U = (uc
l ) is obtained,

in which uc
l is 1 if {c, l} is an unsurvivable pair and 0 otherwise. The function

to minimize is the total number of unsurvivable pairs, given in equation 1.

F (R) =
∑

l∈L

∑

c∈C

uc
l (1)

The problem as it is described above does not take into account wavelength

assignment. If we consider wavelengths, there are two extra constraints: the

distinct wavelength constraint and the wavelength continuity constraint [14].

The distinct wavelength constraint states that all clear-channels routed on

the same link should use a different wavelength. Since an optical fiber can

only carry a limited number of wavelengths, this comes down to a capacity

constraint for each link. To reflect this, we introduce a vector cap of size |L|,
where entry capl contains the capacity of link l. The wavelength continuity

constraint states that a clear-channel should use the same wavelength on all

the links along its path. This constraint can be relaxed if nodes in the network

are capable of wavelength conversion.

In this paper we first present an algorithm for survivable routing without tak-

ing into account link capacity constraints, and then an extension for the case

with link capacity constraints. We do not consider the wavelength continuity

constraint, assuming that all nodes are capable of full wavelength conversion.

2.2 Related literature

There have been a number of publications on survivable WDM routing as it

is defined in subsection 2.1. In [1], a tabu search approach to find survivable



routing is presented. This solution method does not take into account capacity

constraints. [2] is the follow-up to the previous paper. It presents a slightly

different algorithm, which does take capacity constraints into account. The

last paper from the same research group is [3]. It considers also other forms of

failure propagation (not only connectivity problems). The authors of [7] point

out that the logical topology can only get disconnected by a single link failure

if that link carries a full cut set of the logical graph. They formulate an ILP

using this idea, providing a method to find exact solutions. Even though they

did not include the link capacity constraints in the ILP for their test runs, the

algorithm still needed very long run times. In [8] the same authors provide

some heuristic ILP methods, in which only a subset of the cut sets is taken

into account. This leads to good and faster results. Finally, in [16] a simple

heuristic method is proposed for the survivable routing problem, and in [5] an

algorithm based on a reduction of the problem is presented. Both of these last

two algorithms cannot deal with link capacity constraints.

Some other papers consider related problems, or special cases of the survivable

WDM routing problem. The algorithm proposed in [11] looks at the complete

logical topology design problem: the input for the problem is a physical topol-

ogy, an average traffic matrix and a routing algorithm. A tabu search algo-

rithm generates a logical topology as an intermediate result, which is routed

on the physical network using a simple heuristic. To find a survivable rout-

ing the logical topology is optimized, rather than the mapping of the logical

topology onto the physical topology. The authors of [17] proof that not only

the problem of finding a survivable routing, but also determining whether a

survivable routing is possible for a certain combination of logical and physical

topology is NP-Complete. In [18] the same authors describe a survivable rout-



ing algorithm for the special case where the logical topology is a ring. This

specification can be justified by the fact that many protection mechanisms

in the higher layers use ring structures. Finally, [6] and other papers by the

same author treat the special case where the physical topology is a ring. This

specification allows to deduct theorems about survivable designs which can be

used to make heuristic solution methods.

3 The FastSurv survivable routing algorithm

This section gives an overview of the FastSurv algorithm. First, the basic

algorithm is presented: it tries to find a survivable routing solution without

taking into account link capacity constraints. Next, this algorithm is extended

so that it does observe link capacities. Finally, we show how the algorithm

can be adapted to provide survivability in the presence of node failures and

multiple simultaneous link failures.

3.1 The basic FastSurv survivable routing algorithm

An overview of the FastSurv algorithm is given in figure 2. It starts from an

initial solution obtained with a simple heuristic method and tries to improve

it in subsequent iterations by rerouting a subset of the clear-channels each

time. Solutions are evaluated as explained in subsection 2.1, and the algo-

rithm reroutes all clear-channels which were unsurvivable on at least one of

the links in the solution of the previous iteration. While rerouting FastSurv

tries to avoid placing clear-channels together on the same link if they were un-

survivable when they shared links in previous iterations. This approach allows



Create an initial solution R(0);

Evaluate the survivability of R(0);

Initialize matrix P (0), which contains information about which combinations

of clear-channels were unsurvivable when routed together on the same link;

Set the number of iterations t to 0;

While ((R(t) is unsurvivable) AND

(t < the maximum number of iterations)) do

Reroute the unsurvivable clear-channels of R(t), using matrix P (t);

Evaluate the survivability of the new solution R(t + 1);

Update P (t) to P (t + 1) and increment t;

End While

Fig. 2. The basic FastSurv survivable routing algorithm

to approximate the notion of cut sets explained in the introduction. This will

be made clearer at the end of this section. The algorithm ends when the full

routing is survivable or when a maximum number of iterations is reached.

To obtain an initial solution, the clear-channels are routed on the physical

graph one by one in random order. The routing mechanism uses shortest

path routing with the cost of a path depending on the clear-channels which

were already routed on the network before. Suppose we have routed k clear-

channels, and are calculating a shortest path for the (k + 1)th clear-channel.

If we indicate by Ck ⊂ C the subset of the k first routed clear-channels, then

the cost costk+1(l) for the (k + 1)th clear-channel to use link l is equal to the

number of clear-channels c from Ck which use l, as indicated in formula 2. This

simple algorithm avoids that some links carry a lot more clear-channels than

others, which would make them more vulnerable with respect to survivability



(a similar strategy is used in [16]).

costk+1(l) =
∑

c∈Ck

rc
l (2)

After the initial solution is constructed, FastSurv reroutes at every new it-

eration all clear-channels which were unsurvivable on at least one link in the

solution of the previous iteration. In what follows we indicate by R(t) = [rc
l (t)]

the routing matrix of the solution of iteration t and by U(t) = [uc
l (t)] the un-

survivability matrix of the solution of iteration t. The initial solution is referred

to as iteration 0. Formally, the clear-channels to be rerouted in iteration t + 1

are the ones for which
∑

l∈L uc
l (t) > 0. They are taken away from the solution

R(t) of iteration t, while the other clear-channels are left routed as they were.

A new solution R(t + 1) is obtained by placing the removed clear-channels in

random order and routing them back onto the physical graph. While doing the

rerouting, the algorithm tries to avoid routing together clear-channels which

were in the previous iterations unsurvivable when routed together over the

same link. So when the algorithm is rerouting a clear-channel ci, the cost to

use a link l depends on which other clear-channels use l. Consider a clear-

channel cj which uses l: if ci and cj have shared a link in a previous iteration,

and they were both unsurvivable on this shared link, the cost for ci to use l

will be high. The rest of this subsection is dedicated to the explanation of how

exactly this is done, and what the reasoning is behind this mechanism.

The information necessary for the rerouting is kept in a |C| × |C| matrix

P (t) = [pcicj
(t)]. The entries pcicj

(t) of this matrix are updated according to

formulas 3-5. In formula 3, acicj
(t) is defined as the number of times that

clear-channels ci and cj shared a link in the solution of iteration t, and in



formula 4, bcicj
(t) is defined as the number of times that clear-channels ci and

cj were both unsurvivable on a shared link in iteration t. Dividing bcicj
(t) by

acicj
(t), one obtains a ratio which can be seen as an estimate (based on the

experience of iteration t) of the probability that clear-channels ci and cj both

become unsurvivable when they are routed together. pcicj
(t) is then defined

in formula 5 as the exponential average of these probability estimates (with

α ∈ [0, 1]). The entries of the matrix P (0) are initialized using the average

value (
∑

cicj
bcicj

(0))/(
∑

cicj
acicj

(0)), obtained from the initial solution R(0).

acicj
(t) =

∑

l

rci
l (t)r

cj

l (t) ∀ci, cj ∈ C (3)

bcicj
(t) =

∑

l

uci
l (t)u

cj

l (t) ∀ci, cj ∈ C (4)

pcicj
(t) =





αpcicj
(t− 1) + (1− α)

bcicj (t)

acicj (t)
if acicj

(t) > 0

pcicj
(t− 1) if acicj

(t) = 0

(5)

The probability estimates of P (t) are used to reroute clear-channels: a short-

est path algorithm is applied in which the cost of a path for a clear-channel

ci is the probability that ci will be unsurvivable along the path. The prob-

ability Probci
path(t) that ci will be unsurvivable on a path is the probability

that it will be unsurvivable on at least one link of the path. The probability

Probci
l (t) that ci will be unsurvivable on a link l of the path is the probabil-

ity that ci will be unsurvivable when routed together with any of the other

clear-channels which use l (other clear-channels can already be using l either

because they were not removed after the previous iteration or because they



were rerouted before ci). In the shortest path algorithm (which is an adap-

tation of the standard Dijkstra algorithm [12]), we use formula 6 to estimate

Probci
l (t) and formula 7 to estimate Probci

path(t). In these formulas indepen-

dence of probabilities is assumed, even though this is often not the case. For

our heuristic solution method this rough approach is a good enough guideline

towards better solutions.

Probci
l (t) = 1− ∏

cj on l

(1− pcicj
(t)) (6)

Probci
path(t) = 1− ∏

l on path

(1− Probci
l (t)) (7)

The algorithm described here is based on the observation mentioned in the

introduction that a routing is survivable if and only if no link is shared by all

clear-channels belonging to a cut set of the logical network. In FastSurv, we

approximate the notion of the cut sets by the probability estimates pcicj
(t).

A look at the example logical graph given in figure 1 (B) could shed a bit

more light on the meaning of pcicj
(t). In this graph, the pair of clear-channels

{b, d} forms a cut set of size two. b and d will both be unsurvivable every time

they are routed together, and therefore pbd(t) will always be 1. pbe(t) on the

other hand will normally be lower than 1, since b and e together do not form

a cut set. {b, e} is part of the larger cut set {b, e, f} though, and therefore

b and e will both be unsurvivable if they are routed together with the third

clear-channel f . So, when two clear-channels ci and cj do not form a cut set of

their own, the probability pcicj
(t) depends on which other clear-channels are

also routed together with them. If, going back to the example, the situation is

such that f is often routed together with b and e (e.g. because of the structure



of the physical graph), this will be reflected in high values for pbe(t), pbf (t) and

pef (t), and the cut set will be taken into account by the algorithm. If on the

other hand f is hardly ever routed together with b and e, all three probabilities

will be low: the cut set will be considered unimportant and the algorithm will

not take it into account. Also for very large cut sets, it will hardly ever happen

that all the elements of the cut set are routed together on the same link, and

therefore the individual pairwise probabilities pcicj
(t) among the elements of

the cut set will be very low. So the pairwise probabilities can be seen as a

simple way to focus only on important cut sets. This way the algorithm can

use information about the structure of the logical graph efficiently.

At this point, it can also be easy to understand why we need the discount

factor α in formula 5: the routing of the whole set of clear-channels changes

from iteration to iteration, and therefore also the probabilities. It could for

example be the case that in early iterations, clear-channel f of our example

problem is routed close to b and e, so that placing b and e together usually

leads to unsurvivable solutions, and pbe(t) is high. However, in later iterations

this might no longer be true due to a different routing of f . It is then good

that pbe(t) is lowered again, since placing b and e on the same link is now less

likely to cause a problem, due to the absence of f . Therefore we use a moving

average to gradually lower the importance of older estimates.

3.2 FastSurv for survivable routing with link capacities constraints

The FastSurv algorithm as it is described in the previous subsection can find a

survivable routing, but does not take into account link capacity constraints. In

this subsection we present an extension for this purpose. The full algorithm is



presented in figure 3. A full iteration of the algorithm consists of a number of

iterations of the previously described survivable routing algorithm, which we

will call survivability iterations, and then a number of iterations to decrease

the number of link capacity constraint violations, which we will call capacity

iterations. The survivability iterations are run until the routing is survivable

or the maximum number of iterations (empirically set to 2) is reached, and the

capacity iterations are run until there is no further reduction in the number of

capacity constraint violations. The capacity constraint violations are evaluated

by taking the sum of the overcapacity over all links, as indicated in formula 8.

The full iterations (the combination of survivability and capacity iterations)

are repeated until the routing is survivable and at the same time observes all

link capacity constraints, or until a maximum number of iterations is reached.

Fcap(R) =
∑

l∈L

max
(( ∑

c∈C

rc
l

)
− capl, 0

)
(8)

Like in the survivability iterations, FastSurv tries in each capacity itera-

tion to improve the solution of the previous iteration by rerouting a num-

ber of clear-channels. The clear-channels to be rerouted are chosen randomly

from among the clear-channels which are routed over at least one link with

overcapacity. More formally, a clear-channel c is considered for rerouting if

∑
l∈L(rc

l ∗ max((
∑

c′∈C rc′
l ) − capl, 0)) > 0. The maximal number of clear-

channels to be rerouted in one capacity iteration step is 10 percent of the

total number of clear-channels in the graph. This number was set empirically

because it gave good results over a wide range of different test problems. Too

high a number makes a step in the local search too large, whereas too low a

number does not allow the algorithm to escape from local optima.



Create an initial solution R(0);

Evaluate R(0) for survivability and link capacity constraint violations;

Initialize the matrix of pairwise probabilities P (0);

Set the number of full iterations tf to 0;

While ((R(tf ) is unsurvivable or violates capacity constraints) AND

(tf < the maximum number of full iterations)) do

Set the number of survivability iterations ts to 0, the initial routing matrix

for the survivability iterations Rs(0) to the current routing matrix of the

full iterations R(tf ), and Ps(0) to P (tf );

While ((Rs(ts) is unsurvivable) AND

(ts < the maximum number of survivability iterations)) do

Reroute the unsurvivable clear-channels of Rs(ts), using Ps(ts);

Evaluate the new solution Rs(ts + 1) for survivability;

Update Ps(ts) to Ps(ts + 1) and increment ts;

End While

Set R(tf ) to Rs(ts) and P (tf ) to Ps(ts);

Set the number of capacity iterations tc to 0, and the initial routing matrix

for the capacity iterations Rc(0) to R(tf );

Do

Reroute clear-channels which are on overfull links in Rc(tc);

Evaluate Rc(tc) for capacity constraint violations and increment tc;

Until (there is no more reduction in capacity constraint violations)

Set R(tf + 1) to Rc(tc) and increment tf ;

End While

Fig. 3. The FastSurv algorithm for survivable routing with link capacity constraints



All the chosen clear-channels are removed from the routing matrix of the

previous iteration and they are rerouted one by one in random order. The

rerouting is again done with shortest path routing. Like in the heuristic used

to obtain the initial solution for the basic algorithm, the cost of a link is equal

to the total number of clear-channels on the link. However, if the total number

of clear-channels on the link is lower than the link’s capacity, this cost is now

divided by the link’s capacity. In this way overfull links get a much higher

cost, and hence they are avoided. Formally, if Ck ⊂ C is the set of the k

clear-channels which are already routed (either because they were not chosen

for rerouting, or because they have already been rerouted), the cost of using

link l for the (k + 1)th clear-channel is given in formula 9. Also for the initial

routing we now use cost formula 9 rather than 2. The capacity iterations have

some similarities with a local search for routing and wavelength assignment

described by Nagatsu et Al. in [10].

costk+1(l) =





∑
c∈Ck rc

l

capl
if

∑
c∈Ck rc

l < capl

∑
c∈Ck rc

l if
∑

c∈Ck rc
l ≥ capl

(9)

3.3 FastSurv for node failures and multiple simultaneous link failures

A routing is survivable with respect to node failures if no single node failure can

leave the logical topology disconnected. The main difference with respect to

the problem description in subsection 2.1 is that a solution is not evaluated by

removing the links l one by one, but by removing the nodes n. Clear-channels

which are incident on n can never be routed survivably with respect to a failure

of n, and they should therefore be left out of consideration when removing n



during the evaluation. Adapting the algorithm description of subsection 3.1

is straightforward: the probability that a clear-channel is unsurvivable on a

path is the probability that it is unsurvivable on a node in its path, and

the probability that it is unsurvivable on a node is the probability that it is

unsurvivable when routed together with any of the other clear-channels on the

node. Clear-channels incident on a node are also not taken into account for

the probability calculations.

For the case of multiple simultaneous link failures, one usually defines shared

risk groups [4]. These are groups of links which are likely to fail together (e.g.

because they share a conduit [19]). The problem description of subsection 2.1

can easily be adapted to take this into account. We define a number of shared

risk groups srgm, which are sets of links. A solution is evaluated by considering

the shared risk groups srgm one by one, and removing all the links l ∈ srgm

simultaneously. Adapting the algorithm of subsection 3.1 is again straightfor-

ward: the probability that a clear-channel is unsurvivable on a link l in its path

is now the probability that it is unsurvivable with any of the clear-channels

routed over any of the links in the shared risk group(s) to which l belongs.

4 Test results

In this section we describe test results obtained with FastSurv. We compare it

to current state-of-the-art algorithms on different physical and logical network

topologies. Using test problems of increasing sizes, we show that FastSurv is

much more scalable than existing algorithms. Subsection 4.1 contains results

for the basic survivable routing algorithm, and subsection 4.2 for the algorithm

with link capacities. Our programs are implemented in C++ and all tests were



run on a PC with 2.4 GHz Intel Pentium 4 processor.

4.1 Test results for the basic FastSurv algorithm

For the case without link capacities, we made comparisons with the full and

the relaxed ILP methods presented in [8], and with the tabu search algorithms

presented in [1] and [2]. For every test problem, FastSurv is given 100 iter-

ations. Since FastSurv is a local search algorithm, it can get stuck in local

optima. The 100 iterations are therefore spread over 10 random restarts with

10 iterations each (these numbers were chosen empirically). The tabu search

algorithms are run with the parameters given in their respective papers.

For the comparison with the ILP methods, we ran FastSurv on the same test

problems which were used in [8]. The physical network used for these tests is

the 14-node 21-link NSFNET. The logical networks were randomly generated

by the authors of [8]. There are logical networks of degree 3, 4, and 5, where

a network of degree n is defined as one in which all nodes have degree n. For

each degree there are 100 logical networks. The algorithms are run once for

each test problem. The results are summarized per network degree in table 1,

where ILP refers to the full ILP solution method, and relax-1 and relax-2 to

the two relaxations of the ILP, which use only a subset of the survivability

constraints. Unsurvivable is the number of problems for which no survivable

solution was found, and Time is the average run time per problem in CPU

seconds. The results show that FastSurv gives good results in short times. The

other approaches are much slower (especially ILP), and relax-1 is not able to

solve all problems.



Table 1

Tests on the NSFNET physical network using 100 logical networks of degrees 3, 4

and 5. This table reports the number of problems which where not mapped surviv-

ably and the average run time per problem in CPU seconds.

Network Degree 3 4 5

FastSurv Unsurvivable 0 0 0

Time 0.0117 0.0155 0.0166

ILP Unsurvivable 0 0 0

Time 8.3 173 1157

Relax-1 Unsurvivable 10 0 0

Time 1.3 1.5 2.0

Relax-2 Unsurvivable 0 0 0

Time 1.3 1.5 2.0

For the comparison with the tabu search algorithms, we could not obtain the

original test problems used by the authors, nor the source code, so the results

presented here are obtained with our own implementation of the algorithms

presented in [1] and [2]. Strictly speaking, only the tabu search of [1] (which we

refer to as TS97 ) addresses exactly the same problem as FastSurv, since the

tabu search of [2] (TS98 ) takes link capacities into account. Nevertheless, there

are differences in TS98 which make it more efficient. Therefore we made an

adaptation of TS98 which does not take link capacities into account (TS*03 ).

As a first series of tests we ran the algorithms on the same physical network



Table 2

Tests on the ARPA2 physical network using two logical networks of degree 3 and

two of degree 4, with 10 runs per test problem. This table reports the average time

per run in CPU seconds (Time), and the number of runs in which no survivable

routing was found (Uns).

TS97 TS*03 FastSurv

Time Uns Time Uns Time Uns

Degree 3 1 4.34 0 0.31 0 0.07 0

2 4.91 0 1.04 0 0.05 0

Degree 4 1 5.38 0 2.37 2 0.02 0

2 4.75 0 0.33 0 0.02 0

which was used in [1] and [2]: the 21-nodes, 26-links ARPA2 network. As logical

networks we used 4 randomly generated graphs: 2 of average node degree 3

and 2 of average node degree 4. We ran each algorithm 10 times for each

logical network. The results are given in table 2, where Time is the average

run time per problem in CPU seconds, and Uns is the number of runs in which

no solution was found. All three algorithms always find a survivable solution,

except TS*03 in two cases. It is quite clear however that FastSurv has much

shorter run times.

We then ran a much larger series of tests, with networks of increasing sizes,

in order to compare the scalability of the algorithms. Physical networks were

randomly generated with number of nodes ranging from 20 to 50 with a step

size of 5, and with average node degree 3. Logical networks of the same num-

ber of nodes were generated with average degrees 3 and 4. For each size and
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Fig. 4. Number of problems routed survivably, using random physical graphs of

degree 3 and logical graphs of (a) degree 3 and (b) degree 4, with increasing number

of nodes, and 100 test problems per network size.
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Fig. 5. Average run time in CPU seconds, using random physical graphs of degree

3 and logical graphs of (a) degree 3 and (b) degree 4, with increasing number of

nodes, and 100 test problems per network size.

each degree there are 10 different physical networks and 10 different logical

networks. We ran each algorithm once for each combination of physical net-

work and logical network, giving 100 results per network size and node degree

combination. The results are summarized in figures 4 and 5. The bars in fig-

ure 4 indicate for each network size how many problems (out of 100) each

algorithm managed to route survivably. Figure 4a contains the results for the

logical graphs of degree 3, and figure 4b for logical graphs of degree 4. TS97

and TS*03 show comparable performance over this wide range of problems,

while FastSurv performs consistently better. The graphs of figure 5 indicate



the average run time per problem in CPU seconds needed by the different

algorithms on the networks of degree 3 (figure 5a) and degree 4 (figure 5b).

They confirm that FastSurv is much more scalable with respect to the network

size. For degree 3, we ran FastSurv on more problems, up to 150 nodes. The

run times of the other algorithms were prohibitively large for these problem

sizes. FastSurv shows continued short run times for these larger problems.
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Fig. 6. Average run time per iteration in CPU seconds, using the random physical

and logical networks of degree 3 with increasing number of nodes, in log-log scale.

An explanation for the faster run times of FastSurv can be found in the com-

plexity of the iterations. The tabu search algorithms try in each iteration to

reroute each clear-channel separately, and pick the rerouting which improves

the solution most. Rerouting a clear-channel has a complexity of O(Dijkstra),

which is maximally O(N2). To pick the rerouting which improves the solution

most, one has to evaluate the solution produced by each rerouting. Solution

evaluation is done as described in subsection 2.1, removing each link in turn,

and with it all clear-channels that use it, and trying to connect the endpoints

of the removed clear-channels in the remaining partial logical graph. Therefore

the whole evaluation has a complexity of |L|×|C|×O(Dijkstra). Following [2],

we consider the average node degrees of Glo and Gph as fixed, and express the

number of clear-channels |C| as αN , and the number of links |L| as βN . The
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Fig. 7. Number of problems routed survivably on 30-node networks with (a) in-

creasing number of links and (b) increasing number of clear-channels, using 100 test

problems per network setup.

complexity of an evaluation is then of O(N4). Each iteration, consisting of

a rerouting and an evaluation for each clear-channel, then has a complexity

of O(αN × (N2 + N4)) = O(N5). In FastSurv a number of clear-channels

are rerouted in each iteration using the probabilities, and the evaluation is

done only once, at the end of the iteration, which means that one iteration

has a maximal complexity of O(αN ×N2 + N4) = O(N4). The fact that the

complexities are polynomial is confirmed in figure 6, where we compare the

average run time per iteration for FastSurv and TS*03: the run times per

iteration plotted against the number of nodes in log-log scale follow more or

less a straight line for both algorithms (for TS*03 values above 50 nodes were

extrapolated). The gradients are lower than the theoretically predicted max-

ima though: 2.15 for FastSurv and 3.45 for TS*03. Other explanations for the

better scalability of FastSurv are the fact that more than one clear-channel is

rerouted in each iteration, and the fact that FastSurv uses information about

the relationship between clear-channels, which is not done in the tabu search

algorithms.

Looking at figure 4, it is clear that all three algorithms find better solutions

for logical networks of degree 4 (figure 4b) than for logical networks of degree
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Fig. 8. Average run time in CPU seconds on 30 node networks with (a) increasing

number of links and (b) increasing number of clear-channels.

3 (figure 4a). This is because networks with higher connectivity are easier to

map survivably, since more alternative paths are available in the logical topol-

ogy. Also better connectivity of the physical network makes the survivable

routing problem easier, since there are more possibilities to spread the clear-

channels of each cut set over different physical paths. We ran a series of tests

in which we kept the number of nodes constant and varied the connectivity of

the physical and the logical network. In all these tests, the number of nodes

was 30. In the first set of tests, the number of clear-channels was kept to 45

(degree 3), while the number of links was varied from 34 (degree 2.25, slightly

higher connectivity than a ring) to 53 (degree 3.5). In the second set of tests,

the number of links was kept to 42 (degree 2.75), while the number of clear-

channels was varied from 34 to 57 (degree 3.75). As before, 10 different logical

and physical graphs were generated randomly for each combination of param-

eter values, giving 100 different test problems. As can be seen in figures 7a (for

varying number of links) and 7b (for varying number of clear-channels), all

three algorithms have an increasing performance with increasing connectivity

of both physical and logical graphs, but for FastSurv this increase is faster.

Also in terms of solution time, presented in figures 8a (for varying physical



connectivity) and 8b (for varying logical connectivity), FastSurv outperforms

the other algorithms. For the tabu search algorithms the evolution in solution

time with respect to the logical connectivity (figure 8b) is not monotonic. This

is because the tabu search algorithms try to reroute all clear-channels at each

iteration: while more clear-channels make the problem easier, they also lead

to longer iterations.

4.2 Test results for the extended FastSurv algorithm

For the extended algorithm we only compare to TS98 [2], since it is the only

one which takes link capacities into account. As physical networks, we again

use the ARPA2 network and the randomly generated networks with increasing

number of nodes of the previous subsection, and we give a maximum capacity

for each link. The link capacities are the same for each link of the network, but

they are set differently for different logical graphs. For the ARPA2 network,

link capacities are set to 7 for degree 3 logical networks and to 8 for degree 4

logical networks. For the randomly generated networks, capacities are set to

6 for degree 3 logical networks up to 40 nodes, to 7 up to 55 nodes, and to 8

up to 150 nodes. For degree 4 logical networks, capacities are set to 7 up to

30 nodes and 8 up to 50 nodes. As logical networks, we use the same as in the

previous subsection.

The results for the ARPA2 network are presented in table 3, where Time is

the average run time per problem in CPU seconds, Au the average number of

unsurvivable pairs (according to formula 1) and Ac the average overcapacity

(according to formula 8). Best is the best solution over 10 runs, with on the

left its number of unsurvivable pairs, and on the right its overcapacity. The



Table 3

Tests on the ARPA2 physical network with link capacities, using two logical net-

works of degree 3 and two of degree 4, with 10 runs per test problem. This table

reports the average time per run in CPU seconds (Time), the average number of

unsurvivable pairs (Au) and the average overcapacity (Ac) per run, and the number

of unsurvivable pairs and overcapacity for the best run (Best).

TS98 FastSurv

Time Au Ac Best Time Au Ac Best

Degree 3 1 2.69 0 0.3 0/0 0.13 0 0 0/0

2 1.89 0 0.2 0/0 0.18 0.2 0 0/0

Degree 4 1 4.79 0.8 0 0/0 0.05 0 0 0/0

2 4.90 0 0.4 0/0 0.31 0 0.3 0/0

best solution is the one with the lowest sum of these two values. FastSurv

gives comparable to better results than TS98, and again its run times are much

shorter. The results on the random graphs are shown in figures 9 and 10, where

figure 9 presents the number of test problems solved to optimality (meaning

survivable solutions without any overcapacity) for logical networks of degree

3 (figure 9a) and degree 4 (figure 9b), and figure 10 presents the average run

time in CPU seconds per problem for logical networks of degree 3 (figure 10a)

and degree 4 (figure 10b). These results confirm FastSurv’s advantage both

in terms of solution quality and run time, and show that also the extended

FastSurv algorithm scales much better than TS98 with respect to the number

of nodes. For the degree 3 problems we again ran FastSurv for networks up

to 150 nodes to show the continued good performances. The discontinuities
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Fig. 9. Number of problems routed survivably under link capacity constraints, using

random physical graphs of degree 3 and logical graphs of (a) degree 3 and (b) degree

4, with increasing number of nodes, and 100 test problems per network size.
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Fig. 10. Average run time in CPU seconds for problems with link capacity con-

straints, using random physical graphs of degree 3, and logical graphs of (a) degree

3 and (b) degree 4, with increasing number of nodes.

visible at some points in the figures (e.g., at 35 nodes in figures 9b and 10b)

are due to changes in the link capacities at those points.

5 Conclusions

We have described FastSurv, a local search algorithm for survivable routing

in WDM networks. FastSurv works in an iterative way: in each iteration it

improves its previous solution using information learned from solutions of ear-



lier iterations. In an extensive series of test runs, we have compared FastSurv

to other algorithms for survivable WDM routing. It gave better results while

using much shorter run times. Moreover, the advantages in terms of solution

quality and run time became larger for increasing network sizes. Also when

increasing the difficulty of the problem by decreasing the connectivity of the

physical and logical graphs, FastSurv proved more effective and efficient.

The property of giving high quality results in very short time can be impor-

tant. As was pointed out in section 2, routing a logical topology survivably

on a physical network is normally part of a larger logical topology design

algorithm, and a time-consuming algorithm for this subproblem could consid-

erably slow down the larger algorithm. For example, in [11] the authors need

to do survivable routing as part of their algorithm, but have to use a greedy

heuristic since existing state of the art algorithms take too long.
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